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The second springboard session of the Internal

Quality Assurance circle was held on the 4th of

December at the Lawrence Sundaram Hall, Loyola

College. The topic of the session was ‘Leadership:

How dare you?!” The program started at 11:30 with

an introduction given by Ms..Thevaki which was

followed by a prayer song. Ms..Beula welcomed the

gathering with an insightful story about Mahatma

Gandhi. 
She also delivered a special welcome address for the

Chief Guest of the day Mr.Krishnan Sivaraman and

Dr. R. Ravindhran, the Coordinator and Convenor of

the IQAC. Ms.Beula then invited Dr. R. Ravindhran to

felicitate the chief guest with a memento after which

Dr. R. Ravindhran gave the opening remarks for the

day.



 

Mr.Abdul introduced the guest speaker to the 

gathering followed by which the session 

started.The guest speaker asked the students to 

get into groups of 8. He then spoke about his 

personal experiences at work and how “Failure 

did not force him to quit”. He also emphasized 

on the importance of being resilient and 

motivated the students to turn failures into 

success. He then narrated a war story and asked 

questions from it to the students. The students 

answered enthusiastically and gave their 

opinions about how they will deal with a difficult 

situation. He then presented some of the most 

important words to be used as a leader, these 

statements were powerful and were of great 

help for the students.



 

The speaker ended the session with a boost

of motivation by showing the audience

pictures of some prominent “Leaders of our

Times” like Greta Thunberg, Vinisha

Umashankar, Nick Vujicic, Mahendra Singh

Dhoni and Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam. 

This was followed by a question and 
answer session where the students 
clarified their thoughts with the 
speaker.The session was formally 
ended with Mr.Antony delivering the 
vote of thanks.

 























 

 

 



 

 

 



 

No 

None 

Need our alumni as a resource for next meeting 

Like an Civil servant giving an seminar on how they developed their leadership skills and sharing 

their experience about their field sir. 

I really liked to hear it hope other would too. 

Humbleness and resilience 

Increase the duration of the programme. 

Record the program and upload in YouTube and College website. 

Topic- "New face of Education" - A transformation from marks oriented Education to future oriented. 

No suggestions 

Life skills and the end goal 

I would prefer any session that is not generic and more informative. 

Consistency and Perseverance 

Advices for Self problems 

The role of a leader in decision making. 



Negotiations and philosophy 

Nothing 

Mindfulness 

Interactive session 

Coordination of Leaders with peers 

The content is good. But it would be better if you inform about the session in advance. Had to find 

out in the college website that the session was happening today. Did not receive any communication 

for the first session as well. When I enquired other members , some of them had the same issues as 

well. So it would be good if you can improve the communication channel. 

Particular Specific Case studies involving special huge public or private successful projects or 

initiatives done by NGOs, Government Organisations or Companies or Student groups on how it was 

conceived to how it was succeeded and perceived, including the project's developments challenges 

decisions n alll...... 

Leaders way of handling things 

Your doing excellent keep it up 

N/A 

Time and stress management 

Social responsible 

Conflict resolution, dealing with change, virtual leadership, improving team performance, motivation 

No it was perfect 

About books by Tamil authors 

"Trust" is the core element of leadership. 
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